
Improve Prescription Processing Time
Are paper and phoned-in prescriptions still slowing down 
your prescription fill times? A mobile e-prescribing solution is 
available to recommend to your providers that aren’t able to 
send a workflow-friendly e-prescription.  

Prescribers no longer have to be at work—or even on a  
laptop—to send a new script, refill, or renewals to your 
pharmacy.  Prescribers can safely prescribe anytime to support 
your patients’ needs. All they need is a smartphone or tablet 
and the iPrescribe® app.

Better Prescribing Accuracy
iPrescribe’s SmartSuiteSM predictive analytics makes 
prescribing easier by streamlining prescription writing and 
reducing prescribing errors. This time-saving feature minimizes 
the need to search for drugs by displaying commonly 
prescribed medications with complete sigs based on the 
patient, diagnosis codes, and historical prescribing behaviors. 

Simple, Yet Powerful Medication Management
iPrescribe brings prescribers the full power of e-prescribing 
with legend drug and controlled substance prescribing, 
robust medication history data, in-workflow prescription drug 
monitoring program (PDMP) checking, and at-a-glance allergy 
alerts in a simple, mobile-friendly app.

Mobile E-Prescribing: It’s a Win-Win
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Unite the Healthiverse

• Easily view and approve one or multiple new and  
renewal prescriptions

• View patient medication histories including PDMP data

• Prescribe legend drugs and controlled substances

• Have prescriptions flow through to medication history to 
keep patient history up to date

• Reduce prescription clarification calls from pharmacy

Enhanced Patient-Centric Care
iPrescribe will allow you to spend more quality time with your 
patients by supporting the efficient e-prescribing workflow in 
your pharmacy.

With iPrescribe, e-prescriptions can be sent to your pharmacy 
in a few simple clicks from anywhere in the world. Your 
prescribers will never want to pull out their prescription  
pad again.

Get the App Today! 

Reduce Calls, Faxes, and Paper Scripts
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